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Huge, immediate public interest

Key finding:
For every detected case of COVID-19, there are 50-85 mild undetected cases



A case study: Santa Clara Serology Study
For every detected case of COVID-19, there are 50-85 mild undetected cases

www.rushlimbaugh.com

www.conservativereview.com



A case study: Santa Clara Serology Study



A case study: Santa Clara Serology Study

How could this research have been handled differently?



Where my work fits in...





Used by over 1000 scientists weekly

More than 100,000 articles, including 55,000 on COVID-19 
specifically

The largest COVID-19 specific literature collection available 
anywhere

Every pre-print collected, cleaned, analysed, and made searchable 
within 15 minutes of appearing online

All entirely automated



Aside: why do we even need this?

??



VS



VS

Field specific 
search engines 

matter



Natural Language Processing (NLP)

Using computers to study human language

Huge recent progress thanks to AI algorithms



Natural Language Processing (NLP)



Natural Language Processing (NLP)

https://play.aidun
geon.io/



How do we make computers learn language?



Words Math
????

How do we make computers learn language?



Idea: Represent each word with a vector (list of numbers)
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[0.55,   
0.80,
 …,
0.07]

Idea: Represent each word with a vector (list of numbers)

“Word 
Embeddings”

[0.36,   
0.34,
 …,
0.95]

[0.65,   
0.72,
 …,
0.33]

Now instead of looking 
at words we can do math 
with embeddings :)



Reading the COVID-19 research literature with AI

[0.55,   
0.80,
 …,
0.07]

Idea: Represent each word with a vector (list of numbers)

“Word 
Embeddings”

But how do we know which 
embeddings to use?

[0.36,   
0.34,
 …,
0.95]

[0.65,   
0.72,
 …,
0.33]



Intuition: Words that appear in similar contexts should have similar embeddings

The patient was treated with hydroxychloroquine

The patient was treated with remdesivir



Intuition: Words that appear in similar contexts should have similar embeddings

The patient was treated with hydroxychloroquine

The patient was treated with remdesivir

Probably similar meanings 
(both drugs)



Intuition: Words that appear in similar contexts should have similar embeddings

The patient was treated with hydroxychloroquine

The patient was treated with remdesivir

They should have similar 
embeddings too

[0.55,   
0.80,
 …,
0.07]

[0.58,   
0.82,
 …,
0.10]



Reading the COVID-19 research literature with AI

The skip-gram model
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Target wordContext word



______ the COVID-19 research literature with AI

The skip-gram model

Target wordContext word

Can we predict the missing context word using the target 
word?



______ the COVID-19 research literature with AI

The skip-gram model

Target wordContext word

Can we predict the missing context word using the target 
word?

What are the embeddings for reading and research that 
would predict that they appear in the same sentence?



The skip-gram model

1. Make a list of every word that appears in your text at 

least once (the vocabulary)



The skip-gram model

1. Make a list of every word that appears in your text at 

least once (the vocabulary)

2. Pick a random embedding for each word

Dog = [0.873, 0.1345867, … ]

Spleen = [0.235764564, 0.467425, ….]

etc.
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2. Pick a random embedding for each word

3. Choose a sentence from your text
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6. Adjust embeddings for the context and target words

7. Repeat steps (3) - (6) a few hundred million times



The skip-gram model

1. Make a list of every word that appears in your text at 

least once (the vocabulary)

2. Pick a random embedding for each word

3. Choose a sentence from your text

4. Pick the target and context words

5. Try to predict the context word from the target word

6. Adjust embeddings for the context and target words

7. Repeat steps (3) - (6) a few hundred million times

8. Now we have embeddings for all of our words!



Questions about 
words and text

Questions about 
math

Word 
Embeddings



It turns out the embeddings have some cool properties…

Washington is to USA as Ottawa is to ???



It turns out the embeddings have some cool properties…
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the difference between Ottawa and ???



It turns out the embeddings have some cool properties…
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It turns out the embeddings have some cool properties…

Washington is to USA as Ottawa is to ???

USA - Washington + Ottawa = ???

We can do this mathematically 
with word embeddings!
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It turns out the embeddings have some cool properties…

Washington is to USA as Ottawa is to ???

USA - Washington + Ottawa = ???
[0.3
0.7
…
]

[0.5
0.1
…
]

[0.4
0.2
…
]

- +
[1.2
1.1
…
]

What’s the word with 
embedding closest to 
this?



It turns out the embeddings have some cool properties…

Washington is to USA as Ottawa is to ???

USA - Washington + Ottawa = Canada
[0.3
0.7
…
]

[0.5
0.1
…
]

[0.4
0.2
…
]

- +
[1.2
1.1
…
]



Word embeddings learn concepts like “capital city” or “past tense”



If word embeddings know concepts, then the text you use to calculate 
embeddings really matters!



If word embeddings know concepts, then the text you use to calculate 
embeddings really matters!

“He”

???



If word embeddings know concepts, then the text you use to calculate 
embeddings really matters!

Any AI algorithm is only as good as the input you give it.
AI is not magic. It only learns what you teach it.

We have to always be aware of the bias we’re building 
into our AI models



If word embeddings know concepts, then the text you use to calculate 
embeddings really matters!

The most valuable and important thing in Natural 
Language Processing is a large, domain specific, clean 

dataset



COVID Research Embeddings



A Practical Application - Query Expansion

We can use word embeddings to detect synonyms



A Practical Application - Query Expansion



A Practical Application - Query Expansion

+Covid-19 + nCov + coronavirus + SARS-cov2



Words are cool, but what about entire research papers?
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Given the target word and document the sentence is 
from, can we predict the missing context word?



Words are cool, but what about entire research papers?

______ the COVID-19 research literature with AI           REYES talk #16

Target wordContext word Document ID

Given the target word and document the sentence is 
from, can we predict the missing context word?

What are the embeddings for reading and research and the 
entire document that would predict that they appear in 
the same sentence and document?



Words are cool, but what about entire research papers?

______ the COVID-19 research literature with AI           REYES talk #16

Target wordContext word Document ID

Now we have embeddings for research papers too!



Questions about 
research papers

Questions about 
math

Document
Embeddings



“Can you recommend any other papers on this topic?”



“Can you recommend any other papers on this topic?”

“Which papers have similar document embeddings?”



“Can you recommend any other papers on this topic?”

“Which papers have similar document embeddings?”



“Which papers are about epidemic forecasting?”



“Which papers are about epidemic forecasting?”
Here are some cool papers on epidemic forecasting;



“Which papers are about epidemic forecasting?”

+

+
=

+

 +          A few hundred more...

The “epidemic 
forecasting” 
embedding vector



“Which papers are about epidemic forecasting?”

“Which papers have similar embeddings to the 
‘epidemic forecasting’ vector?”



Can we use AI to combine the speed of 
preprints with the quality control of peer 
review?



Can we use AI to speed up peer review?

What if instead of waiting for authors to 
submit, we sought out “interesting” 
preprints?



● Collect all the pre-prints (Done!)

● Find the “interesting” ones

● Commission rapid peer review

● Publish reviews on COVIDScholar 

regardless of quality

● Offer to publish positively reviewed 

papers in RR:C19



● Collect all the pre-prints (Done!)

● Find the “interesting” ones

● Commission rapid peer review

● Publish reviews on COVIDScholar 

regardless of quality

● Offer to publish positively reviewed 

papers in RR:C19

Only possible with 
significant AI assistance





“Who would be a good peer reviewer for this paper?”



“Who would be a good peer reviewer for this paper?”



“Who would be a good peer reviewer for this paper?”

+

+
=

+

 +          A few (not a hundred) more...

The “Amalie 
Trewartha’s 
research” 
embedding vector



“Who would be a good peer reviewer for this paper?”

“Which scientists have written papers with 
similar document embeddings to this paper?”



● “Which papers are going to become popular?”

● “Is there past research in another field that already 

answered this?”

● “What are the past papers that support (or oppose!) this 

specific claim?”

● “Where are the gaps in research?”

The future


